carpirig spirit they have fostered in their midst; but the letters betray such ignorance of nursing matters that we are inclined to believe them the work of outsiders, in spite of the fact that they are all signed by some such title as "A ?V ard Nurse." Even after the managers have instituted an inquiry and are doing their best to learn the wishes of the Curses, the letters continue to appear in the paper. This shows a lack of courtesy all round, and is most unfair. We appeal to all loval and lady-like nurses in Glasgow to try and secure re dress "without lowering themselves further in the eye8 of their fellow-workers.
URSES FOR THE MIDDLE CLASSES.?A good sug- gestion, but not a new one, was mad8 in a letter lately addressed to the Glasgow Herald. The writer said : " Everyone knows the value of a trained nurse in illness, -and those who have had to hire such know the great expense incurred thereby. Indeed, the expense is so great that many of us who feel we would be the better of some help in trouble have to go without on this account. Now, all know as well as I do, that we middle-class people are very proud, and will not accept of help in charity. Bat at the same time wo middleclass people are very liberal in charity and donations. The rich can get a nurse, because they can afford to pay for one ; and the poor, for they get one gratis. Now, I want to say that we have two valuable training homes for nurses, and I would like to suggest that perhaps some arrangement might be made with them that families who subscribe annually, say ?1 or 103. a-year, could in time of need have a nurse at 10s. a-week. This, along with doctor's bills and medicine, is heavy enough for people with moderate incomes." In America, where the nurses arrange and take their own fees, it is not unusual for a first-class nurse who has had a run of good cases to voluntarily undertake a case at two or three dollars a-week, when she knows the family cannot afford more.
ALEfNURSES.?We have always upheld male nurses, and felt aggrieved that doctors should as a rule regard them with distrust; but we are not so surprised since a male nurse has taken to writing in Harper's oa medical mistakes. This is the style : " I helped another practitioner, in good and regular standing, to examine a man's heart. He found a pretty bad wheeze in the left Bide. I had to nurse that man. He had been on a bat, and all on earth that ailed him was that spree, but he got treated for heart trouble. It scared the man almost to death. I'd learned how a heart should sound, so one day I tried his. He was in bed then, and it sounded all right, so when the doctor came in I took him aside and told him that I didn't want to interfere, but that man was scared about to death over his heart, and it seemed to me it was all right?sounded like other hearts? and his pulse was all right too. The doctor was mad as a March hare. Well, .to make a long story short, the fina discovery was?the man don't know it yet, and he is going around in dread of dropping off any minute with heart failure ?that at the first examination the man had removed only his coat and vest, and his new suspender on his starched Bhirto had made the squeak. That is a cold fact, and that man paid over eighty dollars for the treatment he had for his heart."
The male nurse seems however,the real name and address will be published.
